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ABOUT

We are marketing specialists to create wealth for people around 

the world and to change their lifestyles. We are a community that 

improves technology with connections from around the world. We 

support advanced financial platforms to make people's lives rich 

and happy. We make it easier for everyone to benefit  globally with 

great ideas to maximize financial freedom with a simple concept 

and beautiful minds.

VISION

Our fundamental principle is Complete Customer Satisfaction. With 

our superior digital platform and financial solutions we intend to 

improve the productivity of your global financial needs. To nurture 

and help member's financial growth, use and apply the advice and 

guidance provided by us for the benefits of our members

We would like to simplify the functioning and working of the infinite 

hub business and highlights its benefits in common man’s life. we 

want to make our services more affordable and uncomplicated.

MISSION

We are an innovative and reliable partner to our customers. We 

want to achieve mutual success in the global market hand in hand 

with the customer. Trust is our commitment. We represent reliable 

value to our clients, employees, and partners.

VALUES

Members of the infinite hub are our strongest and most important 

link. We are aware that we will fulfill our mission and vision only with 

strong, stable and motivated members. Therefore, we will do our 

best to make our company a possibility and an opportunity for the 

best professionals in the world and the region.

www.theinfinitehub.com
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The Reason behind this concept ?

On March 11, 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) 
declared COVID-19, the disease caused by the SARS-
CoV-2, a pandemic. The announcement followed a rising 
sense of alarm in the preceding months over a new, 
potentially lethal virus that was swiftly spreading around 
the world. A year later, we look back on one of the most 
challenging periods in recent memory.

It has been an emotional time marked by startling daily 
counts of new cases and deaths that multiplied rapidly. 
More than 100 million people around the world have 
been infected by COVID-19 and more than 2.5 million 
people have died of the disease. Many of us mourned 
loved ones in the last year, and the grief, along with 
isolation to prevent infections, took a toll on our mental 
health.

The global COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in soaring 
infection rates, widespread lockdowns, record-
shattering declines in output, and spiking poverty. But, in 
addition to these trends, a quieter crisis now gaining 
momentum could jeopardize economic recovery 
prospects for years to come.

With our Global Autofill income plan, 
Here we are coming with this 
first step toward dealing with 
financial fragility.

www.theinfinitehub.com



WORKING 
PACKAGES 

1

2

3

4

5

6

3,500/-
46.00

7,500/-
97.00

15,000/-
194.00

50,000/-
646.00

75,000/-
969.00

2,50,000/-
3,226.00
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YOU 

YOUR DIRECTS  YOUR DIRECTS  YOUR DIRECTS  

GLOBAL AUTOPOOL - 1 GLOBAL AUTOPOOL - 2 GLOBAL AUTOPOOL - 3 GLOBAL AUTOPOOL - 4 

The infinite hub has designed the simplest marketing formula 
to market called "1 + 3" marketing plan. "1" represents you 
purchasing the investment plan and "3" represents the 
3 members you invited for investment and will join the 
program. All succeeding clients will do the same marketing 
plan. This program needs everyone in the table to have a 
TEAM EFFORT in order to complete the table of investment

3500/-
1 WORKING TABLE 

4 GLOBAL 
AUTOPOOL 

 After completing the working table You will enter the first global autopool table. In this table, global members 
who have completed the work schedule will join you to complete it. And you will be upgraded to another 
autopool table. And the process will continue until  you have completed the autopool table 4

The Company will borrow or credit the participation fee at every Autopool table. which will be deducted 
later upon payment

GLOBAL 
WORKING TABLE
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YOU 

YOUR DIRECTS  YOUR DIRECTS  YOUR DIRECTS  

GLOBAL AUTOPOOL - 1 GLOBAL AUTOPOOL - 2 GLOBAL AUTOPOOL - 3 GLOBAL AUTOPOOL - 4 

7500/-
1 WORKING TABLE 

4 GLOBAL 
AUTOPOOL 

The infinite hub has designed the simplest marketing formula 
to market called "1 + 3" marketing plan. "1" represents you 
purchasing the investment plan and "3" represents the 
3 members you invited for investment and will join the 
program. All succeeding clients will do the same marketing 
plan. This program needs everyone in the table to have a 
TEAM EFFORT in order to complete the table of investment

 After completing the working table You will enter the first global autopool table. In this table, global members 
who have completed the work schedule will join you to complete it. And you will be upgraded to another 
autopool table. And the process will continue until  you have completed the autopool table 4 

The Company will borrow or credit the participation fee at every Autopool table. which will be deducted 
later upon payment

GLOBAL 
WORKING TABLE
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YOU 

YOUR DIRECTS  YOUR DIRECTS  YOUR DIRECTS  

GLOBAL AUTOPOOL - 1 GLOBAL AUTOPOOL - 2 GLOBAL AUTOPOOL - 3 GLOBAL AUTOPOOL - 4 

15000/-
1 WORKING TABLE 

4 GLOBAL 
AUTOPOOL 

The infinite hub has designed the simplest marketing formula 
to market called "1 + 3" marketing plan. "1" represents you 
purchasing the investment plan and "3" represents the 
3 members you invited for investment and will join the 
program. All succeeding clients will do the same marketing 
plan. This program needs everyone in the table to have a 
TEAM EFFORT in order to complete the table of investment

GLOBAL 
WORKING TABLE
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YOU 

YOUR DIRECTS  YOUR DIRECTS  YOUR DIRECTS  

After completing the working table You will enter the first global autopool table. In this table, global members 
who have completed  the work schedule will join you to complete it. And you will be upgraded to next table 
called Global Autopool 2. The Company will borrow or credit the participation fee at every Autopool table. 
which will be deducted later upon payment

The infinite hub has designed the simplest marketing formula to 
market called "1 + 3" marketing plan. "1" represents you purchasing the 
investment plan and "3" represents the 3 members you invited for 
investment and will join the program. All succeeding clients will do 
the same marketing plan. This program needs everyone in the table to 
have a TEAM EFFORT in order to complete the table of investment

50000/-
1 WORKING TABLE 

2 GLOBAL 
AUTOPOOL 

GLOBAL AUTOPOOL - 1 GLOBAL AUTOPOOL - 2 

GLOBAL 
WORKING TABLE
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YOU 

YOUR DIRECTS  YOUR DIRECTS  YOUR DIRECTS  

75000/-
1 WORKING TABLE 

2 GLOBAL 
AUTOPOOL 

GLOBAL AUTOPOOL - 1 GLOBAL AUTOPOOL - 2 

After completing the working table You will enter the first global autopool table. In this table, global members 
who have completed  the work schedule will join you to complete it. And you will be upgraded to next table 
called Global Autopool 2. The Company will borrow or credit the participation fee at every Autopool table. 
which will be deducted later upon payment

The infinite hub has designed the simplest marketing formula to 
market called "1 + 3" marketing plan. "1" represents you purchasing the 
investment plan and "3" represents the 3 members you invited for 
investment and will join the program. All succeeding clients will do 
the same marketing plan. This program needs everyone in the table to 
have a TEAM EFFORT in order to complete the table of investment

GLOBAL 
WORKING TABLE
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After completing the working table You will be taken to the first global autopool table. In this table, 
global members who have completed the work schedule will join you to complete it.  And you will 
complete the Platinum Black Box with the power of Global Autopool 2. The Company will borrow 
or credit the participation fee at every Autopool table. which will be deducted later upon payment

The infinite hub has designed the simplest marketing formula
to market called "1 + 4" marketing plan. "1" represents you 
purchasing the investment plan and "4" represents the 
4 members you invited for investment in Platinum Black Box 
and will join the program. All succeeding members will do the 
same marketing plan. This program needs everyone in the table 
to have a TEAM EFFORT in order to complete the table of investment

250000/-
1 WORKING TABLE 

1 GLOBAL 
AUTOPOOL 

GLOBAL AUTOPOOL - 1 

GLOBAL 
WORKING TABLE

YOUR DIRECTS  YOUR DIRECTS  YOUR DIRECTS  YOUR DIRECTS  

YOU 

YOUR DIRECTS  YOUR DIRECTS  YOUR DIRECTS  YOUR DIRECTS  

YOU 



Working Table Completion Bonus
Global Autopool
Fastest working table bonus
Extra directs bonus
Leader performance bonus
Daily returns on joining
InternationalInternational Tour packages
Awards & Rewards
Bonus on extra working table completion





The world is a book 

those who do not travel 

read only one page



Bonus on extra working table completion

Awards & 
Rewards
Awards & 
Rewards

5

5

5

5

45

75

75

90

` 25,000
USDT 322 

` 100,000
USDT 1290

` 150,000
USDT 1934

` ` 750,000
USDT 9674

10

10

10

10

75

90

90

180

` 65,000
USDT 838

` 250,000
USDT 3224

` 500,000
USDT 6450

` ` 2000000
USDT 25780

iPad

 Laptop

Plot Registration

Car Fund

Farm House Registration 

Android Mobile

 A completion certificate

 A completion certificate

 A completion certificate

 A completion certificate

 A completion certificate

 A completion certificate

Yellow Box 
                                Completion

Orange Box 
                                   Completion

Red Box 
                                   Completion

Silver Green Box 
                                   Completion

Rose Gold Box 
                                   Completion

Platinum Black Box 
                                   Completion
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